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Performance instructions 
 

!"#$%&'$()  is scored for five voices. No indication of male or female voice is given; any voice which is able to cover the range of a part may sing that part, regardless of sex. 
 
The piece is written in time!space notation. Each notional ‘bar’ equates to five second. For the most part, no strict attention need be paid to synchronisation between the various parts, except for points at 
which two voice enter together "the first point at which this occurs is 18 seconds into the piece, between voice 1 and voice 2#. Each voice should enter ad libitum at the beginning of the piece, but ensuring 
that the entry is before the next indicated musical event in their part. 
 
The singers are each provided with an earpiece, playing a pre!recorded sequence of sine tones. These give the singers guide tones for the pitches they are to sing "without which adherence to the deviations 
from tempered tuning, given in the score in cents, would be nigh!on impossible#. Before each entry, the sine tone will play for a duration of 1 second, to give the singer time to pitch the frequency accurately. 
After that point, the sine tone is in ‘real time’. Much of the material of the piece takes the form of glissandi, which the singers punctuate in order to take breaths "indicated by dotted lines in the score#. The 
sine tone will continue its glissando during these passages, so that the singer can re!enter, when indicated, as if the glissando had been continuous. 
 
Prior to the performance, a glass harmonica should be prepared. This may take a variety of forms "from wine glasses to temple bowls#, as long as the vessels used can be tuned. They should be tuned to the 
following pitches "at any octave displacement#, and allocated to the singers as shown: 
 
Voice 1: 1: G# +9.79 cents 
 2: A# +13.67 cents 
 3: C 1/4b +20.67 cents 
 
Voice 2: 1: A# !9.76 cents 
 2: C# !15.63 cents 
 3: D# !11.70 cents 
 

Voice 3: 1: D +21.53 cents  
 2: F 3/4# !20.66 cents 
 3: C +17.6 cents 
 
 
 
 
 

Voice 4: 1: C !5.86 cents 
 2: C# +7.83 cents 
 3: E +1.95 cents 
 
Voice 5: 1: F# !17.56 cents 
 2: B !19.53 cents 
 3: D !1.97 cents 

 
The singers are indicated to begin sounding a particular vessel by a number given in a circle above their part. 
 
The vocal underlay is given in the international phonetic alphabet, with all vocables being pronounced as in French, as follows: 
 
b as in bal  /bal/ 

d  dent  /d!"/ 

f  foire  /fwaR/ 

j  fille  /fij/ 

k  clé  /kle/ 

l  lien  /lj#"/ 

m  mer  /m#R/ 

n  nage  /na$/ 

p  porte  /p%Rt/ 

R as in rire  /RiR/ 

s  sang  /s!"/ 

&  chien  /&j#"/ 

t  train  /tr#"/ 

v  voile  /vwal/ 

w  oui  /wi/ 

$  jeune /$œn/ 

 

a as in patte /pat/ 

!  pâte /p!t/ 

!" as in clan /kl!"/ 

e  dé /de/ 

#  belle /b#l/ 

#"  lin /l#"/ 

'  demain /d'm#"/ 

i  gris /gRi/ 

o  gros /gRo/ 

%"  long /l%"/ 

u  fou /fu/ 

 
The piece should be very quiet throughout. Dynamics are not indicated, but singers may gently shape phrases, ensuring the general dynamic remains low.  
 
The Hamadryads of the title are the spirits, in Greek mythology, who were bound to particular trees. More specifically, the title makes reference to Josquin’s  déploration on the death of Johannes Ockeghem, 
Nymphes des bois, the material of which lies at the heart of !"#$%&'$(). 
 
!"#$%&'$() was written for ekmeles. 
 

Martin Iddon, Leeds, June$November 2010 


























